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      Better begins here.

      
        By partnering with LMG - with your brand or ours - our people, software and services work together to give you and your team the capability to do more for your clients.
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        The home for all good brokers.
    
    

    
      
      
        
          
5000
+
        
        brokers

      

      
      
        
          
400
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        support staff
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        happy clients
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        helping brokers

      

      
    

  

 



















  
       
      Deliver great customer outcomes and run a more profitable business.
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                We do the heavy lifting on lodgement and compliance.

MyCRM, our paperless, all-in-one tech platform, is designed to save you time and keep you safe from lead to settlement and beyond. It’s the #1 software solution in the broking industry, as voted by brokers.

MyCRM powers every component of your business to help you run faster and smarter. It’s the engine behind the industry’s most productive brokers, enabling them to lodge deals faster and provide a simple, seamless onboarding experience for clients. 
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                Support to diversify.

With specialised support and platforms in residential, asset and commercial finance under one roof - it’s never been easier to diversify your revenue and build a smarter business.

Enhance your customer experience and build loyalty with our utility connection and insurance services. Take advantage of the industry’s largest broker network and generate additional income using our digital referral hubs.
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                Marketing tools.

Generate more leads and build your pipeline.

Whether building your own brand or leveraging our Loan Market brand, our industry-leading marketing platforms and expertise will ensure you stand apart from your competition.

Choose the marketing support you need, from marketing automation programs that help you find and keep clients to a full-suite ‘done-for-you’.
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                Deliver a superior client experience at every touchpoint.

With software that puts your clients first and integrations that cut hours off each application, take advantage of a step-by-step digitally-enabled customer journey that helps you deliver a market-leading customer experience throughout the loan application process and life of the loan. 

With a 60+ strong panel of banks and lenders to choose from, you’ll find a loan solution best suited to every client’s needs that’s in their best interest.
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                Benefit from being a part of Australia's biggest and most progressive broker community.

Whether you’re just starting out as a broker or a seasoned business owner with an established team, you’ll find a community right for you at LMG. 

Learn from entrepreneurs with big ambitions, find growth mentors and participate in our learning and development programs, including daily webinars, personal development days and the industry’s biggest national conference.

Strong, long-lasting relationships and genuine camaraderie are created here.
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        We help brokers deliver better customer outcomes and run more profitable businesses.
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              How Mel Wright grew Zest Mortgage Solutions from $46M to $116M in 12 months.
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              How Loan Market helped Nitish Kumar’s business generate over 900 leads in 12 months
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              Success Breeds Success: Nitish Kumar
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              Efficiency unleashed: How Everlend’s kaizen-optimised tech strategy rescues 200+ hours, empowering productivity and profit
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              Banker to Broker - Going from 'One Size Fits All' to Community Champion
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              The rise of one of Australia's leading brokerages - Green Finance Group
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              Educating, assisting and inspiring customers. How Brenden Lowbridge brought his vision to life by scaling his business
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              Maximising Productivity: How Caleb Bax doubled his volume capacity through an improved process; strengthening efficiency and customer service.
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              Cultivating Excellence: Sam and Bechara’s blueprint for success with Loan Market
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              Breaking Barriers: How Carol King, a Banker-Turned-Broker, spearheaded industry change for single parents
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              From Vision to Validation: Entourage’s Ascent to $520M in Three Years
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              “Choosing to aggregate with LMG came to be the best decision I made. From the first interaction I had with LMG, I felt that I was already 'part of the family'.”
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                ANNE SIMMONDS

                MORTGAGE & FINANCE BROKER
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              “Tech is really important and what LMG offers keeps me compliant, closer to my clients and more productive than before. But I was really drawn to how LMG had the support and coaching structures to help me grow - to really partner with me and lean in to where I wanted to get to.”
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                DIRECTOR & MORTGAGE BROKER
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          Benefit from being a part of Australia’s most progressive broker community
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      We come highly recommended.
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          Keep up to date with the latest from LMG

By submitting this form, you accept LMG’s terms and conditions and privacy policy.
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